Announcements 8-8-06

- MS4 (co-facilitator) pictures and pagers now online – can page 708-216-8777 to see if they have a pt for 1st Hx – due 9/8/06
- Hx database and grading forms on homepage – right column (need both for each Hx)
- Schedules on homepage Thursday am (8/9/06)
  - Peds shadowing – begins Monday
  - Breast workshop
  - Neuro OSCE
  - To switch – you find a classmate to switch AND both go to Les to confirm switch (room 320)

Today

- 1st – Dr. Koller present case
- 2nd – Dr. Aulivola, PV surgery lectures
- 3rd small groups – CV and PV exam
  - Change into shorts
  - Sign in sheets for small group (MS2 and MS4)
  - Fill out session evaluation at end of day
- Next week eye exam
  - dilate one eye
  - bring sun glasses
  - Wear glasses instead of contacts